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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of this work was to determine the realization rate of energy and cost savings from the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Energy Savings Performance Contract (ESPC) program based on 
information reported by the energy services companies (ESCOs) that are carrying out ESPC projects at 
federal sites. Information was extracted from 201 measurement and verification (M&V) reports covering 
193 projects to determine reported, estimated, and guaranteed cost savings and the associated reported 
and estimated energy savings for the previous contract performance year. This report covers projects that 
had a performance year ending in fiscal year 2021, between October 1, 2020 and September 30, 2021, and 
had an M&V report issued. Additionally, the annual cost to perform M&V was extracted from the 
individual project Task Order (TO) Schedules. 
 
For all 201 reports, there was sufficient information to compare project-level estimated, reported, and 
guaranteed cost savings. Reported cost savings accounted for both ESCO verified savings per each 
project’s M&V plan and adjustments for government maintenance impacts to savings. For this group, the 
total reported cost savings for the reporting period addressed were $504.6 million and total guaranteed 
cost savings were $458.8 million. This means that, on average across the reported projects:  
 
• ESPC contractors guaranteed 92.6% of the estimated cost savings 

• projects reported achieving 101.8% of the estimated cost savings 

• projects reported achieving 110.0% of the guaranteed cost savings 

The M&V performed for the period indicated that potential additional cost savings of $7.38 million could 
be achieved through the restoration of equipment performance in accordance with the original operational 
parameters for impacted projects. Accounting for this potential cost savings impact, these projects still 
realized 108.4% of the guaranteed cost savings. 
 
Note that the period of performance for many of the M&V reports reviewed include the period from 
March 2020 onward, when the operation of most federal facilities changed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. These changes, which varied from agency to agency and facility to facility, included 
reductions in occupancy and operating hours, as well as increases in outdoor air ventilation. These 
changes may account for the identified increase in potential impacts to savings. 
 
The information on estimated and reported energy savings was collected and compared for all 201 of the 
reports examined. Based on site energy, estimated savings for those projects for the previous year totaled 
15.86 million MMBtu, and reported savings were 16.13 million MMBtu; 1.7% greater than the estimated 
energy savings. All of the reports examined contained sufficient information to calculate source energy 
savings. Based on site-adjusted source energy, total estimated energy savings for the 201 reports were 
18.40 million MMBtu, and reported savings were 18.49 million MMBtu, 100.5% of the estimated energy 
savings. 
 
For all 193 of the projects examined, there was enough information to determine the cost to perform the 
annual M&V audits. For this group the total annual expense for the ESCOs to perform annual M&V 
audits and reporting was $9.22 million. This expenditure for annual M&V services verified the 
occurrence of $504.6 million in annual cost savings, which was $45.8 million more than guaranteed and 
revealed opportunities to obtain an additional $7.38 million in cost savings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the most widely used vehicles for implementing energy savings performance contract (ESPC) 
projects in the federal government are the ESPCs administered by the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
(DOE’s) Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP). DOE ESPCs are indefinite-delivery, indefinite-
quantity (IDIQ) contracts designed to make ESPCs as practical and cost-effective a tool as possible for 
agencies to use. These “umbrella” contracts are competitively awarded to energy service companies 
(ESCOs) who have demonstrated their capabilities to provide energy projects to federal customers. The 
general terms and conditions are established in the DOE ESPC IDIQ contracts, and agencies implement 
projects by awarding task orders to the DOE ESPC IDIQ ESCOs. Using IDIQ contracts, agencies can 
implement ESPC projects in far less time than it takes to develop stand-alone ESPC projects. Since 1998, 
federal agencies have used DOE ESPC IDIQ contracts to award task orders for 434 projects to implement 
more than $7.74 billion worth of energy improvements through the end of FY2021. 
 
The objective of this report is to determine the realization rate of savings from the DOE ESPC IDIQ 
program based on a review of the M&V reports produced by all DOE ESPC IDIQ projects that had 
completed at least one year in the performance period as of September 30, 2021. Annual M&V reports are 
required for projects awarded under the DOE ESPC IDIQ program that are in the performance period. 
Additional information on M&V and FEMP guidance can be found on the FEMP website.1 Information 
was extracted from the provided reports to develop a database that includes estimated and reported energy 
savings by fuel type and estimated, reported, and guaranteed cost savings for individual energy (and 
water) conservation measures (ECMs) in each of the ongoing projects. The database was then used to 
determine fundamental information about the program, such as: 
 
• the ratio of reported to guaranteed cost savings 

• the ratio of reported to estimated cost savings 

• the ratio of reported to estimated energy savings 

 
2. DATA COLLECTION AND EXTRACTION 

The first step in the data collection process was to determine exactly how many projects were in the 
performance period. As of September 30, 2021, DOE’s list of awarded DOE ESPC IDIQ task order 
awards (maintained at http://energy.gov/eere/femp/downloads/doe-idiq-energy-savings-performance-
contract-awarded-projects) contained 434 projects. The more recently awarded projects were either still in 
construction or still in the first year of the performance period, so that no M&V report had yet been 
produced. Some older projects had already completed the performance period or had been terminated for 
other reasons. We determined that there were 193 projects (producing 201 reports) that had completed at 
least one year of performance during the 12-months preceding September 30, 2021 and produced an 
M&V report. These 193 projects formed the study population, and their most recent M&V reports 
provided the data sources for this report. 
 
The periods covered by the annual reports have various start dates depending on when the project’s 
performance period began; however, the average start date is April 5, 2020, and the average end date is 
April 6, 2021. The contract performance year of the reports ranges from year 1 to year 20. In fiscal year 
2021, 13 projects completed the first year of performance and generated an M&V report. Table 1 presents 
the distribution of reporting years. 

 
1 https://www.energy.gov/eere/femp/measurement-and-verification-federal-energy-savings-performance-contracts  

http://energy.gov/eere/femp/downloads/doe-idiq-espc-awarded-projects
http://energy.gov/eere/femp/downloads/doe-idiq-espc-awarded-projects
https://www.energy.gov/eere/femp/measurement-and-verification-federal-energy-savings-performance-contracts
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Information was extracted from the collected M&V reports and used to populate a database that contains 
a separate record for each project, as well as the following information on each ECM for each project: 
 
• Technology category of the ECM (these are specified in Attachment J-3 Energy Savings Performance 

Contract (ESPC) Technology Categories of the Attachments to the IDIQ Contract2  

• M&V method used (FEMP Option A, B, C, or D) 

• Estimated energy savings by fuel type (electricity, natural gas, oil, steam, etc.) 

• Units of the estimated energy savings (kilowatt-hours [kWh], therms, MMBtu, etc.) 

• Reported energy savings by fuel type 

• Units of the reported energy savings 

• Estimated cost savings from (1) reduced energy and utility bills and (2) reduced operations and 
maintenance (O&M) and repair and replacement (R&R) costs 

• Reported cost savings from (1) energy savings and (2) O&M and R&R savings 

 
Table 1. Number Of M&V Reports By Contract Year of Performance 

Contract Year Number of Reports 
1 13 
2 16 
3 25 
4 10 
5 17 
6 15 
7 10 
8 6 
9 18 
10 16 
11 16 
12 7 
13 12 
14 3 
15 3 
16 5 
17 1 
18 3 
19 4 
20 1 

 
The database also includes the guaranteed cost savings for the reporting period. Typically, the guaranteed 
cost savings are not broken down by ECM; instead, the ESCO guarantees a dollar amount for the entire 
project for each contract year. 
 

 
2 https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/05/f63/2017_generic_doe_idiq_espc_contract.pdf  

https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2019/05/f63/2017_generic_doe_idiq_espc_contract.pdf
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Most of the 201 M&V reports contained the information listed above; for those with missing information, 
the pertinent data was located from other project data sources. For example, if a report was missing the 
estimated cost savings, it was sometimes possible to obtain the missing information from the task order 
(TO) schedules for the project (also called H schedules or Delivery Order schedules in older projects). 
These schedules provide a concise listing of the important technical and financial aspects of the project. 
They are part of the final proposal and the TO award; DOE collects the TO schedules separately and 
maintains them in a central database. 
 
For each project, Schedule TO-1 lists estimated and guaranteed cost savings by contract year. If there 
have been no modifications to the contract, the estimated and guaranteed cost savings listed in the M&V 
report should correspond to the estimated and guaranteed cost savings listed in the TO schedules for that 
particular contract year.3 To fill in missing information, it was assumed that if the guaranteed savings 
listed in the annual report matched the guaranteed savings listed in the schedule TO-1 for the 
corresponding contract year, then the estimated savings for the year were as listed in schedule TO-1. 
Likewise, for reports that did not list guaranteed savings, it was assumed that if the estimated cost savings 
listed in the M&V report matched the estimated cost savings listed in schedule TO-1 for the 
corresponding contract year, then the guaranteed cost savings for that year were the guaranteed cost 
savings listed in schedule TO-1. 
 
Other reports were missing information on estimated energy savings. The estimated energy savings are a 
function of the ECMs installed and assumptions made about equipment efficiency, operating hours, 
weather, and other variables. The estimated energy unit savings are generally the same for each year of 
the contract. If no modifications are made to the contract, the estimated unit savings do not change. The 
estimated energy unit savings appear on schedule TO-4 for each ECM. They are used, along with the 
utility rates and escalation rates specified in the contract, to develop the estimated cost savings for each 
year of the contract that are listed in schedule TO-1. In the case of missing information on estimated 
energy savings, it was assumed that if the estimated cost savings listed in the M&V report matched the 
estimated cost savings listed in schedule TO-1 for the corresponding contract year, then the estimated 
energy savings were as listed in schedule TO-4. 
 

3. COST SAVINGS 

Although the primary objective of an ESPC project is to reduce energy and water use, the most important 
issue contractually is cost savings, which the ESCO guarantees on an annual basis. Energy use reductions 
are usually the largest source of the cost savings; however, savings may also result from reduced demand, 
improved power factor (which sometimes results in lower utility rates), and reduced water use. Reduced 
O&M and R&R costs are another major source of savings in ESPC projects. The method of presenting 
reported cost savings, the comparison of estimated, reported and guaranteed cost savings, and the 
associated M&V costs with determining these savings is discussed in this section.  

3.1 DETERMINATION OF REPORTED SAVINGS 

For purposes of this analysis, a project’s reported savings was determined by adjusting the ESCO’s 
verified savings (savings that was determined in accordance with the project’s M&V plan) by ESCO 
identified government impacts to savings (cost savings impacts due to government operation/maintenance 
of ESPC related equipment outside of the M&V plan parameters). Examples of government impacts to 

 
3 Schedule TO-1 lists costs and savings by contract year, and M&V reports usually include the contract year in their 
title, for example, Fox Army Health Center: Year 7 Measurement and Verification Report, October 1, 2020– 
September 30, 2021.  
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savings as noted in ESCO M&V reports include changes to equipment operations or deferred equipment 
maintenance not related to mission-driven changes.  

3.2 REPORTED VS. GUARANTEED COST SAVINGS 

Overall, it was possible to determine reported and guaranteed cost savings for each of the 201 reports 
reviewed. The total annual guaranteed cost savings for the 193 projects for the periods covered were 
$458,835,222, and the total reported cost savings for the same period were $504,655,677. In the 
aggregate, reported cost savings were 110.0% of the guaranteed cost savings. 
 
In six of the 201 reports, the reported annual cost savings were equal to the guaranteed cost savings. In 
four of these six reports, M&V Option A was used to verify all the savings. In the remaining 195 reports, 
the total reported cost savings were 111.1% of guaranteed cost savings. For 183 of the remaining 195 
reports (those without savings shortfalls), verified cost savings exceeded the guaranteed cost savings by 
an average of 9.9%.  
 
Table 2 shows the percentage of reported cost savings 
across all projects in the data set subject to each M&V 
option. 
 
Guaranteed cost savings shortfalls were reported in 12 
of the 195 reports that did not appear to use Option A 
for all ECMs. The shortfalls range from less than 1% to 
25.7% of the annual guaranteed savings, with a median 
value of 7.7% of the annual guaranteed cost savings and 
an average value of 8.5%. The M&V reports identified 
three projects with a de minimis, <0.7% shortfall. Two 
projects had delays in implementation, so the savings 
should be realized in Year 2 M&V report. In seven of the 12 cases, the shortfall was resolved through a 
reduced payment to the ESCO, and thus no longer have a shortfall. With these remaining three cases, the 
M&V reports indicate that the shortfall was due in part to actions on the part of the agencies. These 
projects are under review to determine a resolution to compensate the government where appropriate and 
to correct the shortfall going forward. Agency sites experiencing shortfalls are contacted quarterly by Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory to review progress in resolution of outstanding project issues as part DOE 
FEMP’s ongoing technical support services through the Life of Contract Services within the DOE ESPC 
IDIQ program. 
 
It is notable that for the group of 193 projects, 70.4% of the reported annual cost savings were due to 
reduced utility costs, and 29.6% were due to O&M or energy-related cost savings.  
 
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the logic used for project analysis presented in Figures 3, 5, 6, and 7 that show 
estimated, guaranteed, and reported cost and energy savings, including projects with savings shortfalls 
and with reported savings exceeding the guarantee. 
 
Figure 1 depicts a project with a reported annual savings shortfall. The annual guaranteed cost savings for 
the project of $50,000 as laid out in the TO schedules, is represented on the left side of the graphic. The 
right side of the graphic illustrates the results of the annual M&V report, which showed reported savings 
of only $40,000 and a savings shortfall of $10,000 when compared to the guaranteed savings amount of 
$50,000. On the right side of Figure 1, the bar is shifted downward so that a portion of it falls below the 
horizontal axis to represent the magnitude of the shortfall (in red). The bar remaining above the horizontal 

Table 2. Percentage of Reported Cost Savings 
Verified by M&V Options A, B, C, and D for 

193 Ongoing DOE ESPC IDIQ Projects  

M&V 
Option 

Percentage of reported 
cost savings 

A 52.4% 
B 35.0% 
C 7.2% 
D 5.4% 
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axis represents the reported savings, shown in yellow. The total height of the bar, red plus yellow, 
represents the contractual guaranteed savings of $50,000. 
 

Figure 1. Guaranteed and reported savings for a project with a savings shortfall 

 
Figure 2 illustrates the case when reported savings exceed the guaranteed or estimated savings. Here, 
annual guaranteed savings are again $50,000, but the M&V report shows a savings greater than $50,000. 
On the right side of Figure 2, the bar is shifted upwards by the amount of the surplus, or additional 
savings, which is shown in blue. The height of the yellow bar, which represents the guaranteed savings, 
does not change. The combined height of the yellow and blue bars represents the reported savings. 
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Figure 2. Guaranteed and reported savings for a project in which cost savings exceeds the guarantee 

Using the schemes illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, Figure 3 presents the annual cost savings—along with 
shortfalls and reported savings exceeding the guarantee—as reported in the most recent M&V reports for 
the 201 DOE ESPC IDIQ M&V reports analyzed. The project reports are arranged in descending order of 
reported annual cost savings. 
 
One fact immediately evident from Figure 3 is the large range of cost savings delivered by the projects: 
the largest is reporting more than 900 times the annual cost savings of the smallest. This means that 
program averages can be dominated by the performance of a small number of large projects, but it turns 
out not to be an overwhelming influence. When removing the 10 projects with the largest reported total 
cost savings from the data, the ratio of reported to guaranteed savings falls from 110.0% to 107.3%. 
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Figure 3. Annual cost savings from 193 ongoing DOE ESPC IDIQ projects from 201 M&V reports. Cost 
savings exceeding the guarantee are shown in blue; guaranteed cost savings shortfalls are shown in red. Where no 

shortfall occurs, the yellow bar is the amount of the guarantee. Where a shortfall occurs, the amount of the guarantee 
is the sum of the heights of the yellow and red bars. 

 
Figure 4 presents the same information as Figure 3 but in a different way. In Figure 4, the bars represent 
the percentage of annual guaranteed cost savings reported in the annual M&V reports. The bars are 
ordered from highest to lowest percentage of annual guaranteed cost savings. For projects with M&V-
identified shortfalls, Figure 4 illustrates where the payment to the ESCO was decremented and therefore 
no longer a shortfall; the remaining four projects where the M&V report indicated a shortfall are under 
review to determine a resolution. The message is the same, however most projects report cost savings 
greater than the guaranteed savings, and only a few projects had cost savings shortfalls. 
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Figure 4. Percentage of guaranteed annual cost savings reported in 201 DOE ESPC IDIQ M&V reports. Eight 

projects with M&V-identified shortfalls were modified to lower contractor payments (indicated in green); the 
agency is not paying for savings not realized. The ESCOs are working with the agencies to correct the shortfall 

going forward. Of the remaining four projects, two are in their first year of performance and shortfall was due to 
delays in implementing several measures, and the remaining two are under review to determine a resolution to 

compensate the government where appropriate and correct the shortfall going forward.  

 

3.3 REPORTED VS. ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS 

ESCOs use engineering models to estimate project energy savings, and then use contract utility rates and 
projected escalation rates to estimate cost savings for each year of the contract. The annual estimated (or 
“proposed”) cost savings are included in each project task order on schedule TO-1 and should be included 
in the M&V reports. As noted earlier in Section 3, if estimated cost savings were not provided in the 
M&V report, it was possible to extract the information from schedule TO-1. In all, we were able to 
determine estimated and reported cost savings for the same group of 193 projects identified previously. 

For these 193 projects, the total estimated and reported cost savings for the reporting period were 
$495,593,457 and $504,655,677, respectively. Thus, in the aggregate, reported cost savings were 101.8% 
of the estimated cost savings. As stated previously, the total guaranteed cost savings for the 193 projects 
were $458,835,222. Dividing the guaranteed savings by the estimated savings shows that ESCOs 
guaranteed an average of about 92.6% of the savings estimated for the reporting period.  

Figure 5 shows the amount by which the reported cost savings exceeded or fell short of the estimated 
savings, in a manner analogous to Figure 3. The projects are arranged in descending order of reported 
savings.  
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Figure 5. Reported and estimated annual cost savings from 201 DOE ESPC IDIQ M&V reports. 
Reported cost savings above the estimated amount are shown in blue, and reported savings below the 
estimated amount are shown in red. Where reported cost savings equal or exceed the estimated savings, 
the height of the yellow bar is equal to the estimated savings. Where reported cost savings are less than 
the estimated amount, the estimated savings are equal to the height of the yellow and red bars combined 

3.4 M&V EXPENSE 

For all 193 of the projects examined, there was enough information to determine the cost for the ESCOs 
to perform the annual M&V audits and reporting. This information was extracted from each project TO 
schedule as described in section 2. For this group the total annual expense for the ESCOs to perform 
annual M&V audits and reporting was $9,226,152. This expenditure for annual M&V verified the 
occurrence of $504,655,677 in cost savings which was $45,820,455 more than guaranteed and revealed 
opportunities to obtain an additional $7,382,328.1in cost savings. By nature of the ESPC financial 
structure, annual M&V expenses are paid for out of annual savings. The $9.23 million of M&V 
expenditure therefore represented about 1.83% of the total value of annual reported cost savings or 2.01% 
of the guaranteed cost savings. 
 

4. ENERGY SAVINGS 

Annual M&V reports track energy savings as well as cost savings, since one of the primary motivations 
for implementing DOE ESPC IDIQ projects is to meet energy use reduction goals. Energy unit savings 
are not guaranteed, but the ESCO estimates the energy savings that will occur in each reporting period, 
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uses those savings along with the utility rates for the performance year to estimate cost savings, and 
guarantees some percentage of that amount. The annual M&V report should present the energy savings 
realized during the period, as determined by the methods described in the M&V plan.  
 
Some of the M&V reports examined were missing information on energy savings. As with cost savings, 
in some cases it was possible to determine the estimated energy savings from the TO schedules. Where 
the estimated energy savings were missing, if the guaranteed cost savings in the M&V report was equal to 
the guaranteed savings listed on schedule TO-1 for the corresponding contract year, it was assumed that 
the estimated energy savings were as listed in schedule TO-4. Furthermore, it was sometimes possible to 
determine reported energy savings when this information was missing—if the reported cost savings were 
equal to the estimated cost savings listed in schedule TO-1, then it was assumed that the reported energy 
savings for the period were equal to the estimated cost savings listed in schedule TO-4. 
 

4.1 SITE VS. SOURCE ENERGY SAVINGS 

It is customary in the federal government to report energy savings on a site basis, counting electricity 
savings at 3,412 Btu/kWh and adding in other fuel savings that have been converted to British thermal 
units (Btus). This is problematic for ECMs—such as combined heat and power plants—that offset the 
purchase of grid electricity through using fuel onsite (usually natural gas) because these plants typically 
increase site energy use, though they reduce overall (source) energy use and cost. DOE’s guidance on 
Section 502(e) of Executive Order 13123 was followed in these cases. The guidance allows a federal 
agency to adjust the verified site energy use by 8,438 Btu for each kWh of avoided electricity use to 
account for the reduction in source energy use. 
 
The reported and estimated energy savings were evaluated for the 201 annual reports during the reporting 
period to account for source versus site energy savings for applicable projects. On a site energy basis and 
adjusted per DOE guidance (provided in Appendix A), the estimated energy savings for the 193 projects 
were 18,399,377 MMBtu, and reported energy savings were 18,490,572 MMBtu, or 100.5% of the 
estimated savings. This is relatively close to the ratio of reported to estimated cost savings for these 
projects, which is 101.9%. 
 
The total project investment for the 193 projects for the reporting period was $3,985,657,241, the reported 
savings represent 4,636 Btu/year for each dollar invested, site-adjusted to account for on-site generation. 

Of the 201 reports, 88 reported annual energy savings less than the amount estimated for the period. For 
these projects, the reported energy savings average about 91.8% of the estimated energy savings. 

One hundred thirteen of the 201 annual reports described annual cost savings greater than the amount 
estimated for the period. On average, these projects reported 103.3% of the estimated energy savings. 
 
Table 3 presents the net annual reported and estimated energy savings from the 193 projects by fuel type. 
“Net” savings means that no corrections were made for projects that increased site energy use while 
reducing source energy use. These numbers are of interest because they present the direct reductions in 
utility usage at the project sites. Note that the ratio of reported to estimated savings varies by fuel type. In 
the aggregate, the projects report 101.7% of the estimated energy savings. 
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Table 3. Aggregate Net Annual Reported and Estimated Energy Savings by Fuel Type  
for 193 DOE ESPC IDIQ Projects 

 
Reported Estimated Ratio of Reported 

to Estimated  
Savings 

(MMBtu) 
Percentage 

of total 
Savings 

(MMBtu) 
Percentage of 

total 
Electricity 5,795,030 35.9% 5,817,707 36.6% 0.996 
Coal 4,632,542 28.7% 4,632,542 29.2% 1.000 
Steam 3,727,382 23.1% 3,843,726 24.2% 0.970 
Natural Gas 826,909 5.1% 588,586 3.7% 1.405 
Fuel Oil 562,154 3.5% 514,835 3.2% 1.092 
Chilled Water 310,923 1.9% 311,360 2.0% 0.999 
Other 286,432 1.8% 166,613 1.0% 1.719 
Total 16,141,372 

 
15,875,368 

 
1.017 

 
 

5. ENERGY AND COST SAVINGS BY ECM 

Table 4 presents information on the source of energy and cost savings by ECM technology category. The 
table shows, for example, that 14.4% of program-wide site energy savings and 25.4% of program-wide 
source energy savings are derived from ECMs involving distributed generation. These distributed 
generation ECMs are responsible for 19.2% of program-wide reported cost savings. 
 

Table 4. Percent of Program-Wide Reported Site Energy Savings, Section 502(e) Reported Source Energy 
Savings, and Reported Cost Savings Delivered by Each Technology Category 

Technology Category 
Site Energy 

Savings 
Source Energy 

Savings 
Reported 

Cost Savings 
Distributed Generation 14.4% 25.4% 19.2% 
Boiler Plant Improvements 17.2% 15.0% 12.7% 
Building Automation/Controls 17.0% 14.8% 11.8% 
Chilled Water, Hot Water and Steam Distribution Systems 14.5% 12.6% 6.5% 
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning 10.8% 9.4% 9.8% 
Lighting 9.1% 7.9% 11.8% 
Water and Sewer Conservation Systems 4.0% 3.5% 6.0% 
Chiller Plant Improvements 3.1% 2.7% 4.9% 
Renewable Energy Systems 2.3% 2.0% 2.1% 
Other4  1.7% 1.5% 9.5% 
Process Improvements 1.2% 1.1% 1.5% 
Commissioning 1.1% 1.0% 1.0% 
Advanced Metering Systems 0.9% 0.8% 0.7% 
Building Envelope Modifications 0.9% 0.8% 0.8% 
Motors and Drives 0.7% 0.6% 0.4% 
Refrigeration 0.6% 0.5% 0.7% 
Energy/Utility Distribution Systems 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 

 
4 Technology Category ‘Other’ includes carry-forward savings, construction period savings. 
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Technology Category 
Site Energy 

Savings 
Source Energy 

Savings 
Reported 

Cost Savings 
Appliance/Plug-load Reductions 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 
Load Shifting 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS  

In federal ESPC projects, ESCOs use engineering formulas and other techniques to estimate the energy 
savings that will result from the energy and water conservation measures installed. Energy and 
water/sewer rates are then used to estimate the utility cost savings that will result from the estimated 
energy and water savings in each year of the contract. Other energy-related or water-related cost savings, 
including those that result from O&M or R&R savings, are added in to determine the total estimated 
annual cost savings. ESCOs then guarantee a percentage of the estimated cost savings. In the annual 
M&V report, the ESCO reports both the energy savings and the cost savings that occurred during the 
reporting period. 
 
Based on an analysis of the most recent year’s M&V reports from all ongoing projects that have 
completed at least 1 year of performance, aggregated reported cost savings in the DOE ESPC IDIQ 
program are about 110.0% of aggregated guaranteed cost savings. Aggregate reported cost savings are 
approximately 101.8% of the estimated cost savings. This means that ESCOs are guaranteeing around 
92.6% of the estimated annual cost savings. M&V expense for the annual performance period examined, 
was found to be approximately $9.22 million which funded the verification of $504.6 million in reported 
cost savings and revealed opportunities to obtain an additional $7.38 million in savings, some of which 
may be attributed to changed operations of federal facilities due to the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Energy savings can be calculated in terms of site energy use and source energy use. Based on site energy 
use, the projects analyzed reported 101.7% of estimated energy savings. Based on source-adjusted energy 
use, the projects analyzed reported 100.5% of estimated energy savings.  
 
Based on the information reported, the DOE ESPC IDIQ projects and the ESPC program appear to be 
meeting their objectives in terms of realizing energy and cost savings for federal agencies. 
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APPENDIX A. SECTION 502(E) GUIDANCE PROVIDING CREDIT TOWARD ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY GOALS FOR COST-EFFECTIVE PROJECTS WHERE SOURCE ENERGY 

USED DECLINES BUT SITE ENERGY USE INCREASES 

(Amended October 1, 2004)  

Background  

Section 502(e) of Executive Order 13123 requires the Secretary of Energy to “issue guidance for 
providing credit toward energy efficiency goals for cost-effective projects where source energy use 
declines but site energy use increases.”  
 
Section 206 of the Executive Order states:  
 

Source Energy. The Federal Government shall strive to reduce total energy use and associated 
greenhouse gas and other air emissions, as measured at the source. To that end, agencies shall 
undertake life-cycle cost-effective projects in which source energy decreases, even if site energy 
use increases. In such cases, agencies will receive credit toward energy reduction goals through 
guidelines developed by DOE.  
 

Energy measured at the point of use is termed “site energy.”  Energy measurement that accounts for the 
generation, transmission and distribution of the energy is called “source energy.” Whichever way 
consumption is measured, cost-effectiveness remains the mandated criteria for assessing, selecting, and 
funding potential Federal energy efficiency projects. In June 1996, the Federal Interagency Energy Policy 
Committee (656 Committee) unanimously approved a policy statement that encourages cost-effective 
energy projects that result in reduced energy consumption regardless of whether that consumption is 
measured on a site basis or source basis.  
 
The Department of Energy’s Annual Report to Congress on Federal Government Energy Management 
will continue to report facility consumption both ways on an agency-wide basis and refers to source-
measured energy as primary consumption and site-measured energy as net consumption. When tracking 
performance toward the mandated reduction goals for buildings and facilities, Btu per gross square foot 
will be measured on a site basis, while source-measured consumption is also reported in accompanying 
tables. 
  
Agencies should continue to report energy consumption as in the past, i.e., aggregated and submitted in 
the following units for each energy type.  
Energy Type  Reporting Unit  Site Conversion Factor  
Electricity  (Megawatt Hours)  3,412 Btu/kilowatt hour  
Fuel Oil  (Thousands of Gallons)  138,700 Btu/gallon  
Natural Gas  (Thousand Cubic Feet)  1,031 Btu/cubic foot  
LPG/Propane  (Thousands of Gallons)  95,500 Btu/gallon  
Coal  (Short Ton)  24,580,000 Btu/short ton  
Purchased Steam  (Billion Btu)  1,000 Btu/pound  
Other  (Billion Btu)  
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Based on these submissions DOE will calculate energy consumption in site-delivered Btu and Btu per 
gross square foot. DOE will also calculate Btu per gross square foot on a source basis.  
Based on agency reporting for projects that reduce source energy use although site energy use increases, 
DOE will credit the source energy savings to the agency site energy use before the final calculation of 
goal performance in terms of site Btu per gross square foot.  

Agencies may apply the credit themselves when reporting their performance to the Office of Management 
and Budget on their Agency Energy Scorecards.  
 
Calculating Project-Specific Source Energy Reductions  

Agencies can receive credit on their scorecard evaluations for life-cycle cost-effective projects where 
source energy declines and site energy increases. For each such completed project, agencies should 
calculate source energy savings for the reported fiscal year. Agencies may use the national average source 
conversion factors used by DOE or may choose factors for their state, utility, or steam provider. The 
national conversion factors used by DOE are:  
 
 Electricity  11,850 Btu/kilowatt hour  
 Purchased Steam  1,390 Btu/pound  
 
The electricity conversion factor includes energy lost in the generation process (66.5%), electricity used 
in the utility plant (1.7%), electricity lost in the transmission and distribution process (3.0%), and 
electricity delivered to the customer’s site (28.8%).  If a project uses a different factor, the source and 
each of these components should be documented along with the corresponding project worksheet.  
Agencies should use the following worksheet to document, for each applicable project, that source energy 
is reduced but site energy increases, and therefore the project qualifies for the Section 502(e) credit:  
 
 PROJECT WORKSHEET   EXAMPLE: XYZ  

 (Include ID of project and date completed) 
Base Case (without Project)  

 Project aaa  

Line 1  Annual Source Energy Used   
 
MMBtu   225,900 M MBtu   

 
Line 2  Annual Site Energy Used   

 
With Project  

MMBtu   107,770 M MBtu   
 

Line 3  Annual Source Energy Used   
 
MMBtu   178,800 M MBtu   

 
Line 4  Annual Site Energy Used After Project   

 
(subtract Line 3 from Line 1, this is:)  

MMBtu   128,170 M MBtu   
 

Line 5  Annual Source Energy Saved After Proj.   
 

(subtract Line 2 from Line 4, this is:)  

MMBtu   47,100 M MBtu   
 

Line 6  Annual Site Energy Increase After Proj.   
 
MMBtu   20,400 M MBtu   
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Qualifying projects receive a credit in the amount of the annual source energy savings (line 5 above), 
which is used to adjust downward the agency site energy use before the final calculation of goal 
performance in terms of site Btu per gross square foot. However, since qualifying projects have the 
characteristic that on-site utilization of energy forms other than electricity increase, while purchases of 
grid electricity are reduced; the agency’s existing site energy use tracking system (e.g., the Defense 
Utility and Energy Reporting System for the Navy) will automatically recognize part of the credit. The 
purpose of the 502(e) adjustment is to account for the rest of the source energy savings credit.  
 
For example, consider a large cogeneration (combined heat and power or CHP) project. Electricity is 
generated on-site with natural gas backed up with liquid fuel, and heat is recovered from the generation 
process and recycled to reduce purchases of boiler fuels, and/or to generate chilled water, further reducing 
grid electricity purchases. As a result of the project, fuel use for on-site power generation increases, fuel 
use for boilers decreases, and grid electricity purchases decrease. Site Btu and source Btu are substantially 
identical for all energy forms impacted by the project except for grid electricity, where 1 kWh equals 
11,850 source Btu (national average) but only 3,412 site Btu. With the exception of grid electricity, all 
forms of energy affected by the project have the same Btu value whether site or source. Therefore, 
backing out the grid electricity displaced by the project (self-generation, electric chiller load displaced by 
chilled water from recycled heat, etc.), on a source-Btu basis, is all that needs to be done. The agency’s 
site energy tracking system will already have backed out displaced grid electricity because it no longer 
appears on the utility meter, but only at a rate of 3,412 Btu per kWh. An adjustment is needed to account 
for the rest of the source energy savings, at a rate of 8,438 Btu per kWh (11,850 minus 3,412).  The 
502(e) adjustment for the cogeneration project equals the displaced grid electricity in kWh per year 
multiplied by 8,438 Btu per kWh.  
 
After calculating adjustments for each qualifying project, compile the data into the Compilation 
Worksheet format below:  
AGENCY COMPILATION WORKSHEET: (Agency Name)  
 

Name of Project  

Annual Site Energy  
Increase with the  
Project (Project  

Worksheet Line 6)  
MMBtu  

Annual Source  
Energy Saved with 
the Project (Project  
Worksheet Line 5)  

MMBtu  

502(e) Adjustment to 
Annual Site Energy  

(Generally kWh of Grid  
Electricity Displaced  

Times 8,438Btu/kWh) 
MMBtu  

1)  
    

2)  
    

3)  
    

   Totals      

Note: Credit is to be applied to   Sec 202 (buildings)  or                Section 203 (industrial/lab)  

  

In the table above, the right hand column total will be subtracted from the agency’s total site energy use 
for buildings subject to the Section 202 goal, or from the agency’s total site energy use for industrial/lab 
areas subject to the Section 203 goal, whichever the case may be, before calculating site Btu-per-gross-
square-foot.  
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Submission to DOE  

Agencies should submit their Compilation Worksheets to DOE to assure that the adjusted site energy is 
documented. Project data should be submitted for Section 202 and Section 203 on separate forms. 
Agencies need to submit their compilation sheet(s) for each year of their projects’ lives so they can 
continue to get credit for all operating projects completed in previous years.  
 
Additional Benefits and Recognition of Projects that Reduce Source Energy  

(1) Impact on Greenhouse Gas Reduction Goal:  Progress toward the new greenhouse gas reduction goal will 
be calculated based on source-measured energy. Therefore, projects that result in source energy 
reductions will directly contribute to an agency’s performance toward the greenhouse gas reduction goal 
of Section 201 of the Order.  

(2) Reductions in Source Energy per Gross Square Foot: Agency progress toward energy reduction goals will 
be tracked in the Annual Report to Congress on Federal Government Energy Management on a source-
measured basis as well as on a site-measured basis. This will highlight agency achievements in source 
energy reductions as directed under Section 206 of the Order.  

 

[Note: This guidance will be incorporated into the annual DOE Reporting Guidance for the Annual 
Report to Congress on Federal Government Energy Management.] 
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